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build positive
identities

READ WIDELY

ages 7-12

Choose books that show people with

different skin tones, hair textures,

experiences, and  backgrounds

participating in all manners of daily life.
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Racism is founded on the idea that

certain skin tones and physical

characteristics are better than others,

and that the way people look

determines their character and worth.

Help your child build their identity from

their unique personalities, interests, skills,

family history, and cultures.



by Carole Boston
Weatherford

by Calvin Alexander
Ramsey & 

Gwen Strauss

by Charlene
Willing Mcmanis
with Traci Sorrell

adapted for teens
by Jason Reynolds

by Mildred D. Taylor

Learn about and discuss the history of race

and racism in the United States through

picture books, graphic novels and nonfiction. 

Let's help kids understand that people

invented different races. Race shouldn't

matter, but racism is real and creates bias

and discriminatory laws.

Consider sharing these as a family. Reading

together can provide space for important

conversations and learning.

Parents and caregivers know their kids best

and should review materials to check for

developmentally appropriate content and

concepts. 

by Rose Blue

learn ACCURATE
HISTORY
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https://www.amazon.com/Carole-Boston-Weatherford/e/B00JP5X7E2?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_2&qid=1645638794&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Gwen-Strauss/e/B001HD117U/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_2
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Charlene+Willing+Mcmanis&text=Charlene+Willing+Mcmanis&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
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